FACT SHEET

WHY SCDI?
The Scottish Council for Development and Industry wants Scotland to be
a world-leading economy, which benefits its people and the planet.
Supporting our work sends a message about your commitment to a more
prosperous and fairer Scotland.
Our members share that vision. We are a unique coalition of public, private
and civil society organisations working across industries, sectors and
regions.

What we do

Join SCDI to collaborate with a powerful network of large employers and
SMEs, local authorities, public bodies, colleges and universities, cultural
institutions, charities and social enterprises, trade unions, trade and
professional bodies.

Our Scotland-wide events
connect you with decision
makers across government and
industry.

Our strength lies in our diversity and our convening power.
Our members are leaders in their field. Their expertise ensures SCDI is a
trusted voice and a powerful ally. We are independent of government and
any single sectoral or industry interest.

Membership benefits

Making better decisions now
will create a better future. Our
thought leadership work takes
the longer view and helps shape
government and industry policy.

POLICY & INFLUENCE
Shape thinking on the big issues of the day

Influencers'
dinners

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & NETWORKING
Access a rich network of public, private and third sector leaders

Ask a politician
events

POSITION & PROFILE
Connect, inspire and influence

Behind the
scenes events

MARKET & BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Understand policy direction and learn from different
industries and sectors

Reports and
discussion which
shape government
policy

Productivity Club Scotland is a network of businesses
focused on doing things better. Delivered in partnership
with the Scottish Government, it supports businesses to
increase their individual performance.

Our Young Engineering and Science Clubs inspire
learners and teachers and encourage take-up in STEM
subjects and careers. YESC national projects, challenges
and celebration events are sponsored by members.

Membership is organisation wide and takes the form of an annual VAT free subscription. The rate depends on factors including size, turnover and mission.
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